EZPull Remote User Manual
EZPull Remote is manual release wireless controller. EZPull
remote can be configured for use in two trap Standard Sporting
Clays, Skeet or a three trap Super-Sporting setup. For
configuration setup see document EZP-Sport_setup.pdf.

3. Arm the EZPull: Press and hold the “R” key for 5 seconds.

1. Releasing targets: Press and release any of the keys for

4. Disarm the EZPull: EZPull can be disarmed. Press and

the desired target(s). Note that light(s) corresponding with
the targets will glow:
1.1. A/H: releases trap 1/A or Skeet High
1.2. B/L: releases trap 2/B or Skeet Low
1.3. T/D: releases True pair A + B, Skeet Doubles or in
3/C Super Sporting mode
1.4. R: In Sporting mode, releases a following Report pair.
First A then, after a 3 seconds delay, target B. In
Skeet mode R does nothing. In Super Sporting mode
R is used to throw a True-Pair.

2. True Pair in Super-Sporting mode:
2.1. Select targets before the shooter calls pull:
Press the R key. The left light flashes indicating you
should select a first target. Press a target key (A, B or
T/C). Now the left light is steady and the right light is
flashing indicating the unit is waiting for selection of
the second target. Press another target key.
2.2. When the shooter calls pull: Press the R key again to
throw the pair.
2.3. Example True-Pair A+C: Press R then A then C. On
the pull, press R.
2.4. If you press any of the target keys (A, B or T/C) after
selecting the pair, the True Pair selection is cancelled
and a single target is released.

Low Battery: If after pressing any

of the keys, the light alternate rapidly,
then its time to replace the battery.

Both lights will start flashing. When both lights are glowing
steady, release the key. The EZPull is armed and ready to
release targets
hold the “R” key for approximately 10 seconds. The Left
light will start flashing. When light are off, release the key.
The EZPull is disarmed.
Warning: To prevent serious injury, you must disarm
the EZPull before handling trap machines or standing
in front of a trap

